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--- The Sunflower Model 1435 split-wing disc harrows provide the tillage performance that has

made the Sunflower 1435 discs the best selling disc in North America in sizes to handle the largest acreages and
the most powerful tractors. At the same time, the wing-fold 1435 discs were designed for 13-ft., 6-in. transport
height to minimize any issues with overhead clearance during road transport. In addition, the wing-fold 1435
discs feature the greater weight for better penetration and more UHMW material in wear points requiring less
service that have helped make 1435 discs the industry leader. Proper placement of walking tandem and gauge
wheels to the outer edges of the wing frames controls the disc gangs ensuring level discing. The Sunflower
trunnion bearings provide positive alignment and ensure positive lubrication. A third and lower hitch position has
been included on the 1435 to better match the lower drawbars of track tractors.
The Model 1435 discs are available in 37-ft., 3-in. and 40-ft. cutting widths. Additional features include
single-point depth control, a patented split-wing folding system, and C-Flex mounted scraper bars. Greaseless
UHMW hinges and transport connections are incorporated into the high wear areas. Proper positioning of walking
tandem and gauge wheels are included on wing frames.
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ABOUT AGCO
AGCO, Your Agriculture Company, (NYSE: AG) was founded in 1990 and offers a full product line of tractors, combines, hay tools,
sprayers, forage, tillage equipment, implements, and related replacement parts. AGCO agricultural products are sold under the core
brands of Challenger®, Fendt®, Massey Ferguson® and Valtra®, and are distributed globally through more than 2,800 independent
dealers and distributors, in more than 140 countries worldwide. AGCO provides retail financing through AGCO Finance. AGCO is
headquartered in Duluth, Georgia, USA. In 2008, AGCO had net sales of $8.4 billion. Please visit our website at www.AGCOcorp.com.
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